
H.T. Cable or Electrode Lead on Suprima Boilers 

 

 The early leads were composed of a graphite core formed round glass fibre thread 
and covered with a red, rubberised insulation. These are the Suprima ignition leads 
which give lockout problems. The later, more conventional leads (translucent plastic 
round a metal core), are fine. 

 The problem with the red leads is that the carbon breaks away. The ignition lead in 
the photo has cracks through the carbon but often the carbon just past the red 
insulation (between the insulation and the spade connector) breaks away, leaving 
just the glass fibre core with carbon particles clinging to it. 

When the high tension current is sent through the lead to create the spark, the very 
high voltages (maybe 10,000 to 20,000 volts) enable the current to jump the gap in 
the broken carbon conductor in the same way as it jumps across the ignition 
electrodes. This lights the burner. 

The red ignition lead serves a second purpose. When the burner has lit, and only 
when it has lit, a small low voltage flame rectification current passes along the lead 
and is sensed by the circuit board. This current indicates the presence of a flame and 
the circuit board allows gas to continue to pass from the gas valve. If the flame 
rectification current is not sensed by the circuit board the board will shut down the 
ignition sequence and go through the process again, three times in all. If the 
presence of a flame is not detected within three attempts the boiler will go to lockout. 

When the carbon conductor is broken or substantially cracked, the low voltage flame 
rectification current is unable to jump the gap in the conducting path and the circuit 
board is not able to sense the current. After three attempts it locks out. 

There are 2 different HT leads, the model 100 boiler requires a longer length lead, so 
if you want to order a replacement new style ignition lead, follow this link now  and 
remember to select either 30-80 or 100 model boiler. 

http://www.boilerpcb.com/electrode-lead--for-early-suprima-boilers-18-p.asp 
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